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Il. INTRODUCTION 
DANIEL QUILLEN solved the rational commutative cochain problem [S]. Recently 
Dennis Sullivan gave a new proof utilizing the rational deRham complex A*(K) for a 
simplicial complex K [3]. A*(K) is the commutative differential graded algebra given 
by compatible collections of forms (on the simplices of K) which are sums with 
rational coefficients of monomials in the baricentric coordinates. Integration .% defines 
a chain map from A*(K) to the rational cochain complex %*(K, Q) and 9 induces an 
isomorphism of cohomology H(A*(K), d) = H*(K, Q). 
In the light of Sullivan’s proof that A*(K) determines the rational homotopy type 
of K (for Y,(K) = O), it is quite remarkable that A*(K) can be shown to be the union 
of natural subcomplexes A*‘(K, Z) with the following properties. The qth subcom- 
plex A*“(K, Z) vanishes in dimensions > q and has cohomology equal to the integral 
cohomology of K through dimension q. In addition (q!) times integration 9 maps 
A*q(K,Z) into the integral cochains %*(K, Z) and induces the isomorphism of 
cohomology. In this paper these results and their generalizations to arbitrary 
coefficient rings are presented. 
It is of interest to note that Allendoerfer and Eells[l] have previously shown how 
to compute the integral cohomology of manifolds using differential forms using other 
techniques. 
The rational deRham complex A*(K) was independently proved to give the 
rational cohomology by Richard Swan[4] who was inspired by the work of Thorn. 
Sullivan has pointed out that the essential idea is contained in Whitney’s book[6]. 
In Section 2, we introduce the bigraded deRham complex A**(K, S) over an 
arbitrary ring S. A**(K, S) = $Q APq(K, S) is bigraded (by dimension q and weight q) 
and is a commatative differential graded algebra over S (graded by dimension). The 
elements of APq(K, S) may be considered symbolically as compatible collections of 
forms (on the simplices of K) which are sums with coefficients in S of monomials 
y%(xci)yP’(x,). . . y=~(x”)dx,,dx,. . . d~,~ in the baricentric coordinates x0,x,, _ . .,x,, q = 
[,% a;] + p. In the case S = Z, with the notation y*(x) interpreted as (~“/a!), AP4(K, Z) 
consists precisely of the forms in AP(K) which on any simplex are integral sums of 
such monomial forms of dimension p and weight q as written above (see Section 2). 
Section 2 closes with the fundamental theorems specifying the cohomology of 
A**(K, S). Theorem 1 states the results mentioned above regarding A*‘(K, Z) which 
is a subcomplex of Sullivan’s rational deRham complex A*(K). Theorem I’ states the 
analogous results for A*q(K, S) with S arbitrary. That is, I-II~(A*~(K, S), d)= 
Hp(K, S) for p I q, APq(K, S) = 0 for p > q, and there is a chain map fY: A*q(K, S)+ 
%*(K, S) inducing the isomorphism of cohomology. Moreover, f’ is defined in terms 
of integrating forms. Theorem 2 describes the structure of H(A**(K, S), d) as a ring 
and as a module over a certain divided power algebra I’(a) on one generator Q. 
In Section 3, Theorems 1, 1’. 2 are proved with the aid of several lemmas proved in 
Section 4. First, H*(A*‘(K, S), d) is calculated by mimicing the standard sheaf 
theoretic proof of the deRham theorem. The proofs mimic the standard proof [2] of the 
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deRham theorem but are self contained. They do not appeal to sheaf theory except as 
a notational convenience. The sheaves considered are defined over K with the “star 
topology” T (i.e. an open set of T is a union of open stars of the simplices of K). To an 
open set 0 in T we associate the group APq(6, S) (respectively, +?‘(6, S)) to define a 
sheaf of “S-forms of dimension p and weight q” (respectively, sheaf of cochains of 
dimension p). H*(A*‘(K, S), d) is calculated using the hypercohomology of the 
complex of sheaves of S-forms of weight q and the degeneration of the spectral 
sequences encountered. To obtain the complete structure of H*(A**(K, A), d) we 
note that the chain maps f4: A*q(K, S)-, %*(K, S) are natural in K. Therefore, f’ 
indices a map f’ of sheaves. The proof that f’ induces isomorphisms in cohomology 
in dimensions 5 q is effected by comparing the spectral sequences associated to the 
S-form of weight q sheaf complex and the cochain sheaf complex via f”. The same 
comparison allows computation of the ring structure of H*(A**(K, A), d) in terms of 
that of H*(K, A) utilizing the isomorphisms (fq)*: HP(A*q(K, S), d) = HP(K, A) for 
P s 4. 
All the proofs in Section 3 rest on basic lemmas (Lemmas l-3) that certain sheaves 
are fine and certain complexes of sheaves are exact (Poincare lemma). These lemmas 
are proved in Section 4. Also in Section 4 A**(K, S) is shown to possess a natural 
divided power structure that maps kernal of d to kernel of d. 
52. THE BIGRADED SIMPLICIAL DERHAM COMPLEX 
Let K be a finite simplicial complex and S any ring with unit. For x a vertex of K, 
define the Koszul complex P(x) @ E(dx) to be the tensor product of a divided power 
algebra I’(x) on symbol x with the exterior algebra E(dx) on symbol dx. As an 
S-module, P(x) @ E(dx) is the free S-module on generators y’(x), y’(x) - (dx) with 
r 2 0. By convention y’(x) = 1 and y’(x) = x. The ring strucutre is defined by 
y’(x) . yj(x) = i + i 
[ 3 i 
y’+‘(x) and (dx),(dx) = 0. By considering y’(x) to be in dimen- 
sion zero and (dx) to be in dimension 1, I’(x) @ E(dx) is made into a commutative 
differential graded algebra by defining d(y’(x)) = y’-‘(x)dx, d(dx) = o. 
If C = (x0, XI.. . .( x,) is a simplex of K, we define B(a, S) to be the tensor product 
6 P(x,) @ E(dx,). B(a, S) is the Koszul complex on generators x0. xl,. . ., xn. It is a 
,=I 
commutative differential graded (by dimension) algebra with cohomology 
Hq(B(u’ ?’ d.’ f 1 i ~~~~d by cocycle 1 for q = 0 
(see Section 4, Lemma 4). B(a, S) as an S-module is a free S-module on monomials 
Yq(xo)Y”‘(xl). * * y”“(xn)dx,, A dx, A . . . A dx,P. We bigrade B(a, S) by dimension p and 
weight q by declaring such a monomial to be of dimension p and weight q = 
[,1 ai] + p. That is, the dimension is the number of dx’s and the weight is the number 
of x’s and dx’s (recall y’(x) = 1). Note that the differential d preserues the weight 
filtration and increases dimension by + 1 (because dy”(x) = y”-‘(x)dx). 
Because the cocyle [,!. dx,] in B(o, S) is homogeneous of dimension 1 and weight 
1, the ideal generated by [ i dx,] is homogeneous both in dimension and in weight, 
r=O 
and is closed under d. Therefore, the quotient A**(a, S) def. B(a, S)/(ideal generated 
by i dx,) inherits from B(a, S) not only a bigradation by dimension and weight but 
r=O 
also the structure of a commutative differential graded (by dimension) algebra over S. 
A**(a, S) = @ APq(u, S) where APq(u. S) denotes the elements of dimension p and 
P4 
weight q. Since the relation i dx, = 0 in A(u, S) merely allows dxo to be eliminated, 
r=O 
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AP”(a, S) is the free-module on monomials 
Y%-o)r”‘(x,) * . . y’(x.)dx,, A dx, A . . . A dx,p 
with 1 5 r, < rz< . . < r, 5 n, a, L 0, 4 = [i ai] + p. Note that APq(v, S) = 0 for p > 4, 
I=0 
and that d: APq(o, S)-+ A(p+“q(u, S). 
Now considering the x,s as the baricentric coordinates of the simplex u = 
(x0. XI, . . ., x) and formally interpreting yOr(x,) to mean [(~,)‘%a,!)], we may take the 
liberty of calling elements of APq(u, S) S-forms of dimension p and weight N. In the 
case A = Z, we in fact obtain a map of differential graded (by dimension) algebras 
A**(a, Z) + 
I 
smooth forms 
I ona ’ 
A**(a,Z) under this map obviously maps to Sullivan’s 
complex A*(a) because 
rational simplicial deRham 
A**(a. Z) = ‘-” 
(ideal generated by (,g, dx,)) 
A*(u) tf P&o, XI,. . -9 x) @ EQ(dX0, dx,, . . ., dx) 
n n 
[ideal generated by [(;zo x,) - I] and (z. dx,)] 
= 
go r&x,) 0 E(&) 
[ideal generated by [(%x,) - I] and (,to dx,)] 
while the sum of the baricentric coordinates 2 x, equals 1 on o. A**(a, Z) maps onto 
r=o 
A*(a) since 2 r”0(xo)r”‘(x,) . . . ya’(x,) in Aoq(a, Z) maps to (I/q!). 
(,!“(I’) = 4 
The passage from A**(o, Z) to A*(a) is effected first by tensoring with Q, and then 
by adding the relation (2 x,) = 1. Since the subcomplex A*‘(a, Z) (of weight 4) is a 
r=O 
free Z-module consisting of sums of monomials in the baricentric coordinates involv- 
ing precisely q coordinates, A*‘(a, Z) injects into A*(u, Z)@ Q and no nonzero 
element of the ideal generated by [( ‘2 x,) - l] in A**(a, Z) @ Q is contained in 
r=O 
A*‘(u,Z @ Q. Therefore the subcomplex A*q(u,Z) imbeds in A*(u). Identifying 
A*q(u, Z) with its image in A*(a), then 
A*(u, Z) C A*‘(u, Z) C . . I c A*‘(u, Z) c . . . c A*(u) 
is a filtration by subcomplexes which are finitely generated free Z-modules. Moreover, 
by above, A”(u) = YAP’(u). For this reason we are completely justified in calling 
elements of APq(u, Z), Z-forms of dimension p and weight q. Note that the inclusion 
A*q(u, Z) c A*(q+l)(u, Z) is induced by multiplication (ix,) in A**(u, Z). 
Having defined A**(u, S) for a simplex u = (x0, x,, . . .,x,) in K, we define 
A**(K, S) as compatible collections of elements one for each simplex of K. 
If 7 is a face of ~=(x~,x~,. . ., x,) there is a well defined restriction map 
R(a, T): B(u, S)+ B(u, S) induce by defining 
R(u, ~)[y~(x,)] = 0 if a 2 1 and x,E 7 
R(u, T)]dx,l = 0 if x,e 7. 
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R(a, ~)[y~(x,)] = y”(x,) if x, E T and a L 1 
R(a, ~)[dx,] = dx, if x, E T. 
and extending as a homomorphism of algebras over S. Because R(a, T)[ ‘I: x,] = 
X,EU 
[ C x,] for 7 a face of u, R(a, T) induces a restriction map R(cr, 7): A(a, S)+ A(r, S) 
X,El 
of bigraded S-modules and of commutative differential graded (by dimension) al- 
gebras. 
We may now define the bigraded simplicial deRham complex A**(K, S) of K over 
a ring S as compatible collections of S-forms {w,},~~. That is, the elements of 
A**(K, S) are collections {w,},~K of elements w, E A**(a, S) one for each simplex u 
in K such that if T is a face of u, then R(u, T)w,, = w,. Since the R(u, T) preserve 
bigrading, products, and differential, A**(K, S) has the structure of a bigraded 
S-module (by dimension p and weight q) (A**(K, S)zf@ A**(K, S)) and the sttuc- 
P.9 
ture of a commutative differential graded by dimension algebra over A. The differen- 
tial d maps A”‘(K, S) to A (p+“q(K, S), and the elements of AP4(K, S) are called 
S-forms of dimension p and weight q. 
Sullivan defines the rational simplical deRham complex A*(K) as compatible 
collections of elements { w,},~~ with w, E A*(a) one for each u E K[3,4]. By the 
above (with S = Z) we have defined filtrations by subcomplexes 
A*‘@, Z) C A*‘(u, Z) C A . . . C A*“(u, Z) C . . . C A*(u) with AP(u) = U Apq(u Z) 9 . Y 
This filtration is natural with respect to restriction (R(cr, T)) from u to a face 7. 
Therefore, we have defined a filtration by subcomplexes 
A*‘(K, Z) C A*‘(K, Z) c . . . C A*‘(K, Z) c . . - c A*(K) with A”(K) = y APq(K, Z) 
and 
A**(K, Z) = 9 A*q(K, Z) & A*(K) 
inclusion 
of pieces 
is a map of commutative differential graded (by dimension) algebras over Z. 
Sullivan has interpreted[3] Whitney’s proof [6] of the deRham isomorphism 
H*(smooth forms, d) = H*(it4, R) as asserting that H”(A*(K), d) = Z-Z*(K, Q) under 
the chain map given by integration 9. The main point of this paper is that similar 
results hold for the bigraded deRham complex A**(K, S) and the cohomology 
H*(K, S). To avoid confusion, we will state our result first for A = Z and then in 
general. 
THEOREM 1. (S = Z). Let K be a finite simplicial complex and identify the Z-forms 
of weight q, A*q(K, Z) with the associated simplicial deRham forms in A*(K). Then 
(a) A*q(K, Z) is a subcomplex of A*(K) and APq(K, Z) = 0 for dimension p > 
weight q. 
(,.,) HP(AW(K, Z), d) Q Hp(K’ ‘) for p s q- 
Oforp>q 
(c) (q!)x.% considered as a chain map A*(K)+ V*(K, Q) maps the subcomplex 
A*q(K, Z) into %*{K, Z). 
(d) The induced chain map 
(q!)x4: A*q(K, Z)+ %‘*(K, Z) 
induces an isomorphism of cohomology in dimensions (q. 
Since an element of Apq(K,Z) (dimension p, weight q) restricted to a p-simplex 
u = (x0, XI,. . ., xp) is a sum of integral multiples of monomials of the type 
y”o(xo)ya’ . . . y”p(xP)dx, A dxz. . . A dx, 
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with q = ( i a,) + p, the fact (part c) that (q!)x9 induces a chain map 
r=O 
fq(K): A*q(K, Z)+(%‘*(K, Z) follows from the lemma (see Section 5). 
LEMMA 1. Let CT = (x0. xl.. . ., x,) be the standard p-simplex with vertices at x0 = 6, 
x1=(1,0,. . ., 0), x2 = (0, 1.0,. . ., 0). x, = (O,O, . . ., 1) in RP, then 
is an integer. In fact, it is + 1. 
For 7 any simplex of K, by definition APq(7, S) is isomorphic to APq(7, Z) @ S. 
Therefore the chain maps fq(7): A*‘(T, Z)+ %*(T, Z) when tensored with S yield chain 
maps 
(f’(T) @ id): A*‘(?, S) = A*‘(T, Z) @ S 4 W*(K, Z) @ S = V*(K, S). 
These chain maps (f ‘(7) @ id) are compatible with respect to restriction to faces; thus 
they induce a chain map f,: A*“(KI S)+ %*(K, S). The analogue of Theorem 1 for 
A*‘(K, S) is: 
THEOREM 1'. Let K be a finite simplicial complex and S a ring with unit. Then 
(a) A*“(K, S) is a subcomplex of A**(K, S) and A”‘(K, S) = 0 for p > q. 
(b) HP(A*q(K, S), d) = [‘o’~o~ps~~rp 5 ‘* 
(c) The chain map fq: A*q(K, S)+%*(K, S) induces an isomorphism of co- 
homology in dimensions ‘q. 
Define a monomorphism of rings 4: r(a)+A**(K, S) where I(a) is the divided 
power algebra over S on generator a by defining 4(7”(a)) to be the compatible 
collection of forms given on u = (x0, xi. . . ., x.) by 
c yYxo)Y”‘(xl) * . * y”*(x”) 1 [ with i a, = q and u, 2 0. ‘q.“, .___. a, r=O 
Note that I on u is 
(Z. xr)* 4wJ(Yq(a)) = (go q
while 
and 
~(Y~((~))EA~~(KS) 
d4(rq(a)) = 4drq-‘(~))44(a)l = 0 
in A**(K, S). It follows that the I(a)-module structure on A**(K, S) induces a 
I(a)-module structure on H(A**(K, S), d) and that ~$(y’(a)) maps to (l/q) under the 
homomorphism Aoq(K, Z)+ A’(K). 
To state the ring and r(a)-module structure of Z-Z(A**(K, S), d), we regard the 
chain map fq: A*q(K, S)+%‘*(K,S) as giving a chain map f4:A*q(K, S)+ 
%*(K, T(a)) by identifying S with the factor S . y’(a) in I(a) = qTo S . yq(a). Bigrade 
%‘*(K,T(a)) by considering a cochain of dimension p with values in the direct 
summand S . y’(a) to be of dimension p and weight q. The collection VP} give a 
bigradation preserving chain homomorphism f: A**(K, S)+ %*(K, l’(a)). In terms of 
this homomorphism we have a complete structure theorem for H(A**(K, S), d). 
THEOREM 2. Zf K is a finite simplicial complex and S is a ring with unit, then the 
bigradation preserving chain homomorphism f: A**(K, S)+ %*(K, T(a)) induces a 
homomorphism f#: H(A**(K, S), d)+Z-Z*(K, r(a)) with the properties: 
(a) f# is an algebra homomorphism 
(b) f* is a homomorphism of r(a)-modules 
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(c) f* preserve dimension and weight 
(d) If p 5 q, then fL induces an isomorphism 
H”(A*‘(K, S), d): HP(K. S . yq(a)). 
That is, an isomorphism in dimension p, weight q. 
(e) Zf p > q, then Apq(K, S) = 0. 
53. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1, l’, 2. 
We mimic the standard sheaf theoretic proof of the deRham Theorem. 
Let T be the “star topology” of a simplicial complex K. That is, the open sets of T 
are the union of open stars of the simplices of K. To an open set 0 of T, let 6 denote 
the simplicial subcomplex of K given by the union of the closed stars; that is, 
8 = closure of 0 in the standard topology. Let APq (respectively $“) denote the sheaf 
which associates to an open set 6 in T the group APq(6, S) (respectively, %“(6, S)). 
This is the sheaf of “S-forms of dimension p and weight q” (respectively, sheaf of 
cochains of dimension p). From the definition, it is clear that the global sections of 
Apq(Ceq) are Apq(K,S) (Ceq(K,S)). Moreover the differentials d, S and the map f’ 
(“(q!) times integration”) give complexes of sheaves and a chain map between them. 
o--+,0qd,A1q-A&q-4. 
lrq 114 _1P 
..‘f;_i+i-‘. (1) 
O-‘_eO”,$~“,~2-A... 
6’ -z+C$q”,,q+l~(pq+2+... 
For the open covering {U} consisting of open stars of the vertices of K, we have 
cochains U*({ U}, A*‘) (%*({U}, v*)) with values in the complex of sheaves A*‘(%*). 
It is a bigraded complex with two differentials: 6 (from the standard coboundary of 
cochains with values in a sheaf) and d (respectively, 13) (from the complex of 
sheaves). Forming the total differential D = S + (- l)Pd (respectively, 6(- l)pS) we 
have the hypercohomology groups H(%*({ U}, A*‘), D) and H(%‘*({ U}, $*), D) with 
f” inducing a natural map of the first into the second. By filtering the double 
complexes, we obtain in the standard way convergent spectral sequences and com- 
mutative diagrams. 
Ez”(q) = H’(H”[%*({ U}, A*q), 61, d) =j H’+s(%*({ U}, A*q), D) 
1 
fq 
I 
19 
F2”(q) = H’(H’[%e*({ U}, ce_*), S], 6’) =* H”‘(Vz*({ U}, %T>, D) 
(2) 
Gtn(q) = H’(H’[V*({U}, A*q), d], 6) =j H”‘(%*({U}, A*‘), D) 
I 
19 
1 
14 
Hz”(q) = H’(H’[%*({U}, VT), S], 6) ==$ H’+I(%*({U e, (e_*), D) 
(3) 
Now the. following lemma (proved in Section 4) implies that the E, F spectral 
sequences collapse. 
LEMMA 2. (a) If p > q, then APq is a fine sheaf over the star topology r. If p > q, 
- then Apq = 0. 
(b) For all p, Tp is a fine sheaf for T. 
By Lemma 2, H’(%*({U}, APq), 6) = 0 if p c q and s > 0 or if p > q; while 
Hs(U*({U},‘&q),S)=O if s >O. Thus, E2n(q)=0 unless r= 0 and 05s 5q of s 
arbitrary and r = q; while Fzn(q) = 0 unless s = 0. Since H”( %*({ U}, APq), 6]= global 
sections of APq = Apq(K, S) and HO(%*({ U}, yp), 6) = global sections of I&” = 
W’(K, S), Ezm(q) = H’(A*‘(K, S), d) and Fzm(q) = H’(%*(K, S), 6’). The degenera- 
tion of the spectral sequences yield isomorphism for r 4 q 
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G’?q) = H’(A*‘(K, S), d) L H’(%*({ U}, ~3*~), D) 
I 
/” 
I 
P (4) 
Fz’Tq) = HRW, S) = H’(%e*(K, S), 6’) -L zf’(%*({u}, %e*). 0). 
Now an element of U’({V}, APq) consists of choosing for each r simplex v = 
00, xl, . . ., x,) an element of APq(Star (c), S); therefore an element of 
H‘(V’({U}, A*“), d) consists of choosing for each r simplex (T an element of --- 
H’(A*‘(Star (a), S), d). The following lemma (proved in Section 4) proves thai this is 
zero for s > 0. 
LEMMA 3. (PoincarC Lemma). If K is a finite simplicial complex, and %‘K denotes 
the cone of K, then 
H’(A*q(%‘K. S), d) = I0 
S 
‘f ’ ” 
rf s = 0 generated by the cocycle +(-y’(a)) in A’“(CeK, S). 
By this lemma, H’(W({U}, A*q), d) is zero if s > 0 and if s = 0 consists of 
choosing for each r simplex a multiple of the cocycle +(~‘(a)). If S. 4(7’(a)) 
denotes these multiples, we see that Gz” = 0 is s > 0 and Gzm = H’(K, Sc$(yq(a))). It is 
well known that 
H’(%*(Star (a), S), d) = H’(Star ((T), S) 
1 
0 ifs>0 
= S if s = 0 generated by cocycle 1. 
Both the spectral sequences (2) degenerate to yield (for all r) 
Gzd = H’(K, S . y’(a))> H’(%*({U}, A*q), D) 
1 
I” 
I 
I’ 
Hz”)= H’(K. S)--; H’(V*({U}, ‘$Tq), D). 
(5) 
Now under the map f’: A*‘(K, Z)+ %*(K. Z) the element 4(y’(a)) E Aoq(K, Z) is 
mapped to the cocycle that assigns q![9&(y’(a))] = 1 to each vertex x of K. Thus, 
* 
under fq, fq: S * 4(y’(a))+ S. Combining this, (4) and (5) yields the isomorphisms 
and the commutative diagram for r zz q. 
Gtd(q) = H’(K, S . y’(a)); H’(%*({U}, A*q), D) +-kI’(A*‘(K, S), d) = E?“‘(q) 
I I’ 
I I 
I” 
I 
14 
(6) 
Hz”‘(q) = H’(K, S)--; H’(%*({V}, Tq), D) c H’(K, S) = &“‘(q). 
This diagram proves that the chain map fq: A*q(K, S)+ %*(K, S) does indeed 
induce an isomorphism in cohomology if r zz q, H’(A*q(K, S), d) _\ H’(K, S). That 
is, the proofs of Theorem 1 and I’ are complete (modulo Lemmas 1, 2, 3). 
To prove Theorem 2, we consider the sum of the first line of (6) over all pairs (r, q) 
with q 5 r. 
[,eq ‘S”‘(s)1 = ‘2 H’(K, S . y’(a)); ,eq H’(V*({U}, A*“), D) 
L @ H’(A*‘(K. S), d) = ,9q &‘?q). (7) 
‘W 
Recall A**(K, S) = @ Arq(K, S) is a differential algebra over S, is a module over 
‘Q 
T(a) comuting with d, and is natural in K; therefore, the sheaf A** = @ Arq is a sheaf 
‘% 
of differential algebras and is a module over T(a) commuting with d. Using the 
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standard multiplication of cochains %*({ U}, A**) with values in a sheaf of differential 
algebras (see [2, pp. 17-191) or T(a)-modules commuting with d, we find that the 
spectral sequences E and G of (2) and (4) are compatible with the induced algebra and 
I’(a)-module structures. The isomorphisms of (7) are therefore isomorphisms of 
algebras and r(a)-modules. That is, there is a isomorphism of algebras and T(a)- 
modules (via (7)) given by 
H*(A**(K, S), d) = 0 H’(A*‘(K, S), d) = ,Fq H’(K, S - d~(y’(a)) 
r*:q 
where the coefficient rings 
S .4($(a)) X S f +(r’(a))+ s . 4(?‘+‘(a)) 
pair via 
b(Y’(a)) .4($(a)) = w c#a(y'+j(a)). . . 
Consider the chain map fq: A*‘(& S)+%*(K, S) as a chain map A*“(K. S)+ 
‘&*(K, S) * (yq(a) by identifying S with S - y’(a). By adding up the diagram (6) for 
r 5 q, we obtain algebra and T(a)-module isomorphisms. 
@ H’(A*‘(K, S), d) G rTq H’(%*({ U}, A*‘), D) e @ H’(K, S . 4(y”(a)) 
raq rsq 
WI 1 u4) 1 I’ 1 (8) 
@ H’(K, S * yq(a)) G @ H’(%*({ U}, s*), D * y”(a) L @ H’(K, S) - y’(a). 
r*q rsq r*q 
Since the diagram is commutative as bigraded S-modules, it follows that the map 
@ H’(A*‘(K, S), d)a @ H’(K, S. yq(a)) 
rf=9 r=q 
is in fact an isomorphism of algebras and I’(a)-modules. That is, the map 
fi*: ,9q H’(A*‘(K, S), d) = H(A**(K, S), d) -H*(K, r(a)) 
has the properties listed in Theorem 2. 
$4. PROOFS OF LEMMAS 1, 2, 3. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let u = (x0, xl.. . ., x,) be the standard p simplex in RP and 
to, rl, * * -, tp be independent variables. Since 
(s+p)! - (t~o+t,+x,+~~~+tpxp)sdx,dxz...dxp= 
I s! Q 
=~I,‘~-*~...~-=*-“‘-=r(to-~,(t-to)x,)sdx,dx~...dxp 
is clearly a polynomial in to, tl, . . ., t, with integral coefficients, the coefficient of 
to-?,=’ . . . tp ap with (5 a,) = s is integral. But this coefficient is 
r=O 
Induction proves it equals + 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2a. Let the vertices of K be x0, xl,. . ., xN and suppose p < 4. For 
each r(1 I r s N) we will construct a S-homomorphism h,(a): APq(u, S) + APq(u, S) 
for each simplex u in K such that 
(i) h,(u) = 0 if x,CZ u 
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(ii) ,z, h,(a) = id: APQ(u, S)+ Ap4(u, S). 
(iii) If T is a face of u, then the diagram 
h,(o) 
APq(a, S) - APq(u, S) 
I R(o. T) I Rb. TI i 
h,(r) 
APq(7, S) - APq(7, S) 
commutes. 
By (iii) {h,(a)} induces homomorphisms h,(L): APq(L, S)+Apq(L, S) for any sub- 
COmPlex II. C K. BY (i) and (ii) ‘g, h,(L) = id and h’(L) = 0 for X,E L. Thus (if p < q) 
the sheaf APq is fine over the star topology r of K. 
To define h,(a): APq(u, S)+ APq(u, S) with u = (xl,, xl*, . . ., xrni) and 1 I I, < f2 < 
* . + -C I, I N, recall that APq(u, S) is a free S-module on generators 
with 
g = y~(x&‘+(x,,) :. . yyx,,)dxj, A dxi, A * * * A dXj, 
and 
(q-,)=(&a,), 1~j,<j2c~-~cjp~N, 
(ii, i2, . . ., j,l G 112, 13, . . ., I,). 
Assuming q > p. there is a unique index a. such that Q, = 0 for m -E n but a. > 0. 
Define h’(u)(g) = 0 with g as above if x,$ x1,, h’(u)(g) = g with g as above if x, = xg, 
and extend as a S-homomorphism. By definition properties (i) [h’(u) = 0 if x,e a] and 
property (ii) (?! h’(u) = id) are clearly valid. Property (iii) is a simple exercise. 
,=I 
Proof of Lemma 2b. The proof is similar to the proof of 2a except the homomor- 
phisms h’(u): Ceq(u, S)+ Ceq(u, S) are defined as follows: If C(T) is the p-cochain 
which assigns the number 1 to the p-simplex T and 0 to all others, then ~'(C(T)) = 
C(T) if x, iS the first Vertex Of 7 in the ordering x0< xl <x2< - a . -C xN while 
~,(C(T)) = 0 if x, iS not the first vertex of T. 
Before starting the proof of Lemma 3 (the Poincart Lemma for A**), recall the 
Koszul complex 
B(u, S) = F0 I-(X’) 0 E(k)1 = 
of a simplex u = (x0, xl.. . ., x.) in K. Restriction to a face T of u defines restriction 
map R(u, T): B(a, S)+ B(T, S) (by setting all x, equal to zero for x,E 7). We may 
therefore form B(K, S), the compatible collections one element of B(u, S) for each 
simplex u of K. We will first prove the acyclicity of this complex. That is, 
LEMMA 4. If K is a finite connected simplicial complex, then 
HP(B(K,S),d)=(; f”rp’O 
for p = 0 generated by the cocycle 1. 
Proof. Let the vertices of K be ordered and denoted x0, xl,. . ., xN. 
Recall that the Koszul complex I-(x,) @ E(dx,) on generator x’ is acyclic with 
contracting homotopy S’ defined by 
S’(1) = 0, S,(r”(x,)) = 0 
S’(dx,) = X, S’(r”(x’)dx’) = Y=+'(x'). 
A simple calculation shows that in fact ds, + s,d = 1 - c, where E,: I-(x’) @ E(dx,) + 
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T(x, @ E(dx,) is the augmentation defined by 
Er(YLI(X,)) = 0 ifa>O 
E,( 1) = 1 
E,(Ya(&)&) = 0 if a 10. 
Now for o = (xb, x1,, . . ., x,,) with I 5 lo c I, c . . . c 1, 5 N 
B(a, S) = &o rtxl,) 0 E(dq). 
Regarding Si,, l l, for 0 5 i I r as acting on B(a, S) as the identity on all factors but the 
ith I’(xI,) @ E(dx,,), we may write the expression 
s, = S, + l & + (6&S, + * . . + (El&, . . . l l,_,)s,. 
A simple calculation shows that S, satisfies dS, + S,d = 1 - 6 where l m: B(a, S)+ 
B(o, S) is the augmentation of u given by E_ = e,e2e3. . . E,. Moreover, if 7 is a face of 
CT. then the diagram 
B(u, S) -2 B(u, S) 
commutes. Therefore, the compatible collection {S,} defines a homomorphism 
S: B(K, S)+ B(K, S) with dS + Sd = I- E where c: B(K, S)+ B(K, S) is the aug- 
mentation {E,} onto the constants. This proves Lemma 4. 
Proof of Lemma 3. (Poincare Lemma for A**((eK, S)). Let x be the cone point of 
VK and pa denote the cone on V. For u = (yO, y,, . . ., yr) in K, define a map of 
differential algebras f(u): B(a, S) @ lTa)+A**(pu, S) by f(u)(w @ y”(a)) = 
[g(u)(w)]. +(~“(a)) where g(u) is the inclusion 
g(o): B(u, S) = e0 I%,) 0 E(dy,) 
[I’(x) 0 E(ds)l@ [6 Uy,) 0 E(dyr)l 
c > i=o 
[ideal generated by (dx + ,to dy,)] 
= A**(pu, S). 
Here in B(u, S), d(w @ y”(a)) = dw@y”(a). 
Since 
4(r”(a)) = Y”(X) + ym-‘(X)f, + * * * + y’(x)fm-, + fm 
in A**(u, S) where the f,s only involve yo, yI, y2,. . ., y,, every element of A**(pu, S) 
can be uniquely written as a sum of monomials ~(y”(a))yYyoy”‘(y,) . . . y”r(y,)dy, A 
dy, A . - - A dy, where 0 I rr < r2 < - - - < r, I r. Therefore, f(u): B(a, S) @P(a)+ 
A**@, S) is an isomotphism of differential graded algebras. Since the f(u)s are 
compatible with respect to restriction to faces, the collection Cf(u} defines an 
isomorphism f: B(K, S) @ P(a) - A **(VK, S) of differential algebras. Now by 
Lemma 4 H(B(K, S)@P(cr), d) is isomorphic to P(a) generated by the cycles 
1 @y”(a). Therefore, H(A**(%K, S),d) is isomorphic to P(a) where y”(a) is 
represented by the cocycle 4(y”(a)). This proves Lemma 4. 
We close with the observation that A**(K, S) admits a natural- divided power 
structure. Since 
Btu, S) = k. I-(x,) 0 E(k) for u = (x0. xl,. . .,x,> 
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obviously admits such a structure which is compatible with respect to restriction to 
faces, it suffices to see that the divided algebra structure on B(a, S) induces one on 
A**(a, S). That this is so follows from the Lemma. 
LEMMA 5. With the natural divided power algebra {y”} structure on B(a, S), 
u = (x0. XI.. . .,x,>, 
(a) Y”[W + 71 . [_*a &)I = r”(u’)+ (rie Y”-‘(W). y’(ll))(~~a dx,). 
(b) dy”( w) = y”-‘( w)dw. 
(c) y” maps BPq(u, S) to BnP”“(u. S). 
(d) Zf (i)-’ is defined in S for i = 2.3, . . ., n, then 
y”(z + dy) = Y"(Z) + (2, y”-‘(zW’W9) - (n)-’ _ 
for z a cocycle in B(u, S). 
By property (c), the induced power operation -y” on A**(K, S) maps (ker d) to (ker 
d); however, it does. not necessarily map (im d) to (im d). 
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